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OUR VALUESOUR VALUES  
WE STRIVE TO CONSTRUCT A BETTER
AND HEALTHIER WORLD, GUIDED BY
OUR VALUES OF RESPECT. WE'RE
CARRYING ON THE HERITAGE OF OUR
FOUNDER, HENRI NESTLÉ, WHO MORE
THAN 150 YEARS AGO INVENTED A LIFE-
SAVING INFANT CEREAL.

NESTLENESTLE  



Product Overview



 Introduction of the
product:

 
What the product

lineup needs



Overall unhealthy

lifestyle

Preservatives

damage our bodies

in the long run

Lack of time to

prepare healthy

meals

Organic products

are not accessible

to everyone

Lack of physical

exercise

INSIGHTS



About the
Product

Bread has been around from 8000

B.C. 

We are launching a superfood bread –

“Be-Active”

The bread is prepared with an

addition of anthocyanin, a plant-

derived phytochemical induced at 2.5

mg/kg, an acceptable medical dose

Anthocyanins possess antidiabetic,

anticancer, anti-inflammatory,

antimicrobial, and anti-obesity effects,

as well as help in the prevention of

cardiovascular diseases.



What does “Be-Active” offer to the audience?

Every slice with

balanced and

adequate

nutrition for the

human body

NUTRITIOUS

Makes it easier

to lead a

healthy life

 

HEALTHY

Saves money

spent on

additional

supplements

ECONOMICAL

A minimal

workout at

home can

supplement

body fitness

WORKOUT

Salt and vinegar

are being used as

preservatives

eliminating the

need for artificial

preservatives

ORGANIC

PRESERVATIVES



COLOR FLAVOUR Dietary Supplement Demographics

Red Cherry Iron and Calcium Toddlers

Yellow Whole Wheat Calcium and Vitamin D Teenagers

Green Banana and Lemon Detox and Vitamin C Women

Purple Honey Oat Multivitamins and Energy supplements Men

Orange Soya High Protein and Fiber Athletes

Choices of the bread on offer:-
We have created various iterations of the bread that would provide adequate supplements to all
possible demographics. Different types would be marked with different colour codes on the packets

*At a later stage, all flavours would be available for all demographics



Audience Profile
 



DEMOGRAPHICS AND

GEOGRAPHICS

20 years to 60 years
Gen Xers and Gen Zers
Working Men and Women
Parents
Living in Urban Cities
Targeting Canadian market

PSYCHOGRAPHICS

Always updated with health-
related news
Aim for a healthy lifestyle
Willing to change to healthy
food habits
Caring toward family and their
health and wellness
Looking for easy and quick
meal prep

MOTIVATION / GOALS

Finding highly nutritious
organic food items
Sensible spending; value for
money
Looking for “me time” drink
their favourite drink and
healthy bites along
Spend family time together like
picnics with balanced and
healthy meals

CHALLENGES

They are busy and want to
simplify their shopping
Difficulty in maintaining work-
life balance
The ingredients list is confusing
Finding highly supplemented
food item
Preserved food products

CONSUMPTION HABITS AND

INFLUENCES

Prefer online shopping rather than
going to the store
Social Media: Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn, YouTube, and TikTok 
Influenced by family, friends, and
media personalities; word of
mouth and influencers
Socializing and eating out



Buyer Profile
 Buyer Personas provide structure, context and alignment

within your organization. It puts everyone working on the
project on the same page. 

Understanding who your most valuable clients are makes it
easier to understand the whole campaign much easier. It also
helps in allocating resources and budgets easier as well. The
central question is – why are they still important? 



Let’s review a few reasons why

They help in planning marketing and sales strategies 
Help develop a common language about and for buyers
Inform market and customer strategies
Design thinking is more prominent (design of marketing
and sales)
Better performance results expected (Return on
investment)



CHALLENGES

Lack of time to cook nutritious
meals
Lack of physical exercise;
unhealthy life.
Extra supplements are usually
more expensive
Organic products are usually
relatively more expensive
Artificial preservatives harm the
body in the long run
Lose weight, but has no time for
herself

BEHAVIOURS

Too Busy with work
Stays updated via social media
Educated and aware of natural
Organic lifestyle brands
Selective adopter: buys organic
products for body care
Sensible shopper; always on the
lookout for irresistible deals
Loyal to quality brands- doesn’t mind
spending a few extra bucks for the
brand
Decision maker of the family

WHERE TO FIND/INFLUENCES

Extensive online research 
Social media platforms; Facebook,
Pinterest, and TikTok
Influencer recommendations via
Instagram and YouTube
Children’s Park
Beauty Salons
Work and commute on public transit

NEEDS & GOALS

Needs inspiration for making purchases
Regular updates on what’s new in the
store
Spend time with girlfriends
Help! Running errands, managing kids,
keeping things running
To shop conveniently
To get better deals, reward points etc.
To keep track of everything; family and
business

LIFESTYLE

Life is hectic for her as most of her
time is spent taking care of her
daughter and household responsibility
Her husband works longer hours
Financial pressure is relentless respite
both partners earning
They have a great home but would like
to go on a vacation

DEMOGRAPHICS

Esha
Diploma in Marketing
Age: 35 years
Married, 1 Child (9 years)
Lives in North York
Close to Sheppard-Young Subway
Works in Toronto Downtown
Household 170k/year 
Entrepreneur (real estate business) 
Canadian; South Asian Origin

Target audience – 20- to 60-year-
olds in Canada. 

Persona- “I have money to spend
and I want to live a healthy lifestyle.”

CAREER BACKGROUND

Started with a marketing job in a small business
Gained experience and started her own real estate business
Husband has a well-settled job with a reasonable salary

HOBBIES AND HABITS

Interested in yoga- but rarely
find the time or energy
Enjoys being active and staying
healthy 
Frequently stays on top of
current trends, pop culture and
health news majorly through
social media
Does a lot of after-work and
weekend activities, leaving with
little time for errands



Buyers Journey
Relevance: The buyer's journey goes through a buyer's path to purchase. In other

words, buyers don't just open their eyes in the morning and decide that they need a

product or a service. They go through a complete process that educates them about

the product, consider and evaluate, and decide to purchase a product or service. 

By understanding in detail the buyer's journey, the pains and problems they

experience throughout that journey, and the influencing factors that shape their

thinking, marketers can better empathize with the buyer and position their product

or service along that path. This again also helps in putting the whole team on the

same path.









Increase overall brand Awareness

Increase interest in the product

Increase in sales

Increase social media following &

engagement

Hire brand ambassadors

Bread day special offers (1st October)

Create healthy relations with stores and

chains in the USA and aim to launch the

product thereby 2024

Goals and
Recommendations



Thank You!


